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An open question within the Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro theory for synaptic modification concerns the specific mechanism that is
responsible for regulating the sliding modification threshold (SMT). In this conductance-based modeling study on hippocampal pyra-
midal neurons, we quantitatively assessed the impact of seven ion channels (R- and T-type calcium, fast sodium, delayed rectifier, A-type,
and small-conductance calcium-activated (SK) potassium and HCN) and two receptors (AMPAR and NMDAR) on a calcium-dependent
Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro-like plasticity rule. Our analysis with R- and T-type calcium channels revealed that differences in their
activation-inactivation profiles resulted in differential impacts on how they altered the SMT. Further, we found that the impact of SK
channels on the SMT critically depended on the voltage dependence and kinetics of the calcium sources with which they interacted. Next,
we considered interactions among all the seven channels and the two receptors through global sensitivity analysis on 11 model param-
eters. We constructed 20,000 models through uniform randomization of these parameters and found 360 valid models based on experi-
mental constraints on their plasticity profiles. Analyzing these 360 models, we found that similar plasticity profiles could emerge with
several nonunique parametric combinations and that parameters exhibited weak pairwise correlations. Finally, we used seven sets of
virtual knock-outs on these 360 models and found that the impact of different channels on the SMT was variable and differential. These
results suggest that there are several nonunique routes to regulate the SMT, and call for a systematic analysis of the variability and state
dependence of the mechanisms underlying metaplasticity during behavior and pathology.
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Introduction
Plasticity in voltage- and calcium-gated ion channels induces
synaptic metaplasticity through changes in intrinsic neuronal ex-
citability (Abraham and Bear, 1996; Abraham and Tate, 1997;
Watanabe et al., 2002; Johnston et al., 2003; Nolan et al., 2004;
Magee and Johnston, 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Abraham, 2008;
Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Adelman et al., 2012; Cooper and
Bear, 2012; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013; Hulme et al.,
2013; Sehgal et al., 2013). Although the impact of certain voltage-
gated ion channels on synaptic plasticity profiles has been quan-
titatively assessed (Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Ashhad and
Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013), the role of
interactions between several coexpressing dendritic ion channels

in inducing metaplasticity or how such interactions contribute or
hamper the maintenance of plasticity profile homeostasis have
not been analyzed. Further, plasticity during learning and pathol-
ogy also span intrinsic components apart from changes in synap-
tic structures (Turrigiano et al., 1994; Johnston et al., 2003; Frick
and Johnston, 2005; Magee and Johnston, 2005; Bernard et al.,
2007; Kim and Linden, 2007; Johnston and Narayanan, 2008;
Sjöström et al., 2008; Mozzachiodi and Byrne, 2010; Remy et al.,
2010; Shah et al., 2010; Turrigiano, 2011; Lee and Jan, 2012;
Narayanan and Johnston, 2012; Brager and Johnston, 2014; Shah,
2014). Although the synergy between synaptic and intrinsic plas-
ticity has been quantitatively assessed in terms of its impact on
activity homeostasis and variability (LeMasson et al., 1993; Siegel
et al., 1994; Liu et al., 1998; Marder and Prinz, 2002; Marder and
Goaillard, 2006; Triesch, 2007; Marder and Taylor, 2011; Marder,
2011; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013; O’Leary et al., 2014),
the roles of such synergy in regulating metaplasticity and plastic-
ity profile homeostasis have not been assessed.

To fill these lacunae, in this study, we use conductance-based
models to quantitatively assess the effect of pairwise and global
interactions among dendritically expressed ion channels on plas-
ticity profiles within a calcium-dependent Bienenstock-Cooper-
Munro (BCM)-like framework (Bienenstock et al., 1982; Lisman,
1989, 2001; Shouval et al., 2002; Narayanan and Johnston, 2010;
Cooper and Bear, 2012). We first analyzed the sensitivity of the
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BCM-like plasticity profile on several combinations of the T-
(CaT) and R-type (CaR) calcium, and the small conductance
calcium-activated potassium (SK) channels, all of which have
been implicated in regulating synaptic plasticity (Golding et al.,
2002; Yasuda et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2008; Takahashi and Magee,
2009; Adelman et al., 2012). Next, we turned to the powerful
global sensitivity analysis (Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Marder
and Taylor, 2011; Marder, 2011) on seven different ion channels
to expand interactions among ion channels beyond pairwise in-
teractions (Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Ashhad and Naray-
anan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013), and assessed the
role of cross-channel interactions in altering synaptic plasticity
profiles. Finally, we used the virtual knock-out model (VKM)
analyses technique introduced in (Rathour and Narayanan,
2014) to assess the relative impact of each ion channel on the
synaptic plasticity profile.

Our results suggest that the voltage dependence and kinetics
of ion channels play critical roles in how they interact with other
ion channels and in the quantitative manner in which they alter
the synaptic plasticity profile together with such interactions.
These results also revealed that individual or pairwise channelos-
tasis are nonessential in the robust emergence of identical synap-
tic plasticity profiles, and a collective form of channelostasis
might be a distinct alternative in achieving plasticity profile ho-
meostasis. Together, we postulate that identical metaplastic shifts
could be achieved by recruiting disparate channels/receptors and
that the specific mechanism recruited by a neuron toward regu-
lating the sliding modification threshold is variable and
state-dependent.

Models and Methods
A three compartmental (Fig. 1A) conductance-based neuronal model
was used for all simulations. The reason behind the choice of a simplified
model for our simulations was to reduce computational complexity and
to assess kinetic interactions among channels precluding the influence of

morphological factors. Specifically, given the computational complexity
associated with the plasticity paradigms and the global sensitivity analysis
(detailed below), performing these with a morphological realistic model
would constitute an enormous increase in computational cost as a con-
sequence of the increase in the number of neuronal compartments. Sec-
ond, as our focus is on understanding the role of different voltage-gated
ion channels in effectuating metaplasticity, we reasoned that the question
under consideration would be best addressed if the focus remained on
channel kinetics (Rathour and Narayanan, 2012) without the additional
complexity of the well-established influence of morphological parame-
ters on excitability and plasticity (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996; Vetter et
al., 2001; Krichmar et al., 2002; van Ooyen et al., 2002; Schaefer et al.,
2003; Sjöström et al., 2008; Narayanan and Chattarji, 2010; van Elburg
and van Ooyen, 2010; Ferrante et al., 2013).

The passive parameters associated with the model were as follows:
Rm � 14 k� cm 2 and Cm � 1.5 �F/cm 2. Fast Na � (NaF), delayed
rectifier K � (KDR), small-conductance calcium-activated K � (SK),
A-type K � (KA), R-type (CaR) Ca 2�

, T-type Ca 2� (CaT), and
hyperpolarization-activated cyclic-nucleotide gated (HCN) channels
were introduced as Hodgkin-Huxley-type models, with kinetics adopted
from experimental measurements of these channels in hippocampal neu-
rons (Yuen and Durand, 1991; Magee and Johnston, 1995; Hoffman et
al., 1997; Magee, 1998; Migliore et al., 1999; Gasparini et al., 2004; Naray-
anan and Johnston, 2010). The rationale behind the choice of these chan-
nels arises from their dendritic expression profiles (Magee and Johnston,
1995; Sah and Isaacson, 1995; Hoffman et al., 1997; Magee, 1998; Poolos
and Johnston, 1999; Sah and Clements, 1999; Chen and Johnston, 2004;
Ngo-Anh et al., 2005; Lai and Jan, 2006; Nusser, 2012) and their experi-
mentally identified roles in altering synaptic plasticity profiles in CA1
pyramidal neurons (Golding et al., 2002; Yasuda et al., 2003; Nolan et al.,
2004; Ngo-Anh et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2008; Takahashi
and Magee, 2009; Adelman et al., 2012). Default values of maximum
conductance densities are given in Table 1. The 6-state kinetic model for
SK channels was adopted from experimental measurements in hip-
pocampal neurons (Sah and Isaacson, 1995; Sah and Clements, 1999).
Reversal potentials for the HCN, K �, and Na � channels, respectively,
were Eh � �30 mV, EK � �90 mV, ENa � 55 mV. Given the steep

Figure 1. R-type and T-type calcium channels differentially modulated the synaptic plasticity profile. A, Depiction of the three-compartment model showing a dendritic segment attached to a
spine that contains a neck and a head. The inward and outward currents present in these compartments are shown along with the synapse on the spine head containing AMPA and NMDA receptors.
B, The form of the� function that controls the strength and direction of synaptic plasticity as a function of cytosolic calcium concentration (Eq. 14). C, Differences in the voltage-dependent activation
and inactivation profiles of the hippocampal R-type (CaR) and T-type (CaT) calcium channels. D, E, Synaptic plasticity profile as a function of various induction frequencies (900 pulses protocol)
plotted for different values of CaR (D) and CaT (E) conductance density. Black arrows indicate sharp transitions in the synaptic plasticity profiles and correspond to induction frequency values where
spikes were generated in response to synaptic stimulation. F, Modification threshold plotted as functions of CaR and CaT conductance density. The analyses presented in this figure correspond to
models that contained the spike-generating conductances (NaF and KDR) and one of CaR or CaT channels.
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transmembrane concentration gradient associated with the calcium ion
([Ca]i � 100 nM, [Ca]o � 2 mM), all calcium channels were modeled
within the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz convention (Goldman, 1943; Hodg-
kin and Katz, 1949). All simulations were performed at �65 mV in the
NEURON simulation environment (Carnevale and Hines, 2006), with
an integration time constant of 25 �s. All analyses were performed in
custom-written software in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics).

Synapse model. A synapse was modeled as a colocalized combination of
NMDA and AMPA receptor currents (Fig. 1A), with the default value of
NMDAR:AMPAR ratio set at 1.5. The kinetics of AMPA and NMDA
receptor currents were adopted from previous literature (Narayanan and
Johnston, 2010; Ashhad and Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Naray-
anan, 2013) and are detailed below. The current through the NMDA
receptor, as a function of voltage and time, was dependent on three ions:
sodium, potassium, and calcium. Consequently, as per the Goldman-
Hodgkin-Katz convention (Goldman, 1943; Hodgkin and Katz, 1949;
Mayer and Westbrook, 1987; Canavier, 1999; Narayanan and Johnston,
2010; Ashhad and Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013):

INMDA�v,t� � INMDA
Na �v,t� � INMDA

K �v,t� � INMDA
Ca �v,t� (1)

where

INMDA
Na �v,t�

� P� NMDAR PNa s�t� MgB�v�
vF2

RT � �Na	 i � �Na	o exp�� vF

RT�
1 � exp�� vF

RT� � (2)

INMDA
K �v,t�

� P� NMDAR PK s�t� MgB�v�
vF2

RT � �K	 i � �K	o exp�� vF

RT�
1 � exp�� vF

RT� � (3)

INMDA
Ca �v,t�

� P� NMDAR PCa s�t� MgB�v�
4vF2

RT � �Ca	 i � �Ca	o exp� �
2vF

RT�
1 � exp� �

2vF

RT� �
(4)

where P� NMDAR is the maximum permeability of the NMDA receptor. The
relative permeability ratios are PCa � 10.6, PNa � 1, and PK � 1 because
of the permeability of the NMDA receptor to different ions being PCa:
PNa:PK � 10.6:1:1. Default values of concentrations were (in mM) as
follows: [Na]i � 18, [Na]0 � 140, [K]i � 140, [K]o � 5, [Ca]i � 100 

10 �6, [Ca]o � 2. The concentration for sodium was set such that equi-
librium potential was at 55 mV and that for potassium was at �90 mV.

MgB(v) governs the magnesium dependence of the NMDAR current,
given as (Jahr and Stevens, 1990) the following:

MgB�v� � �1 �
�Mg	o exp� � 0.062v�

3.57 � (5)

with the default value of [Mg]o set at 2 mM. s(t) governs the kinetics of the
NMDAR current, and is given as follows:

s�t� � a�exp�� t

�d
� � exp�� t

�r
�� (6)

where a is a normalization constant, making sure that 0 � s(t) � 1, �d is
the decay time constant, �r is rise time, with �r � 5 ms, and default �d �
50 ms (Dingledine et al., 1999; Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Ashhad
and Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013).

Current through the AMPA receptor was modeled as the sum of cur-
rents carried by these sodium and potassium ions:

IAMPA�v,t� � IAMPA
Na �v,t� � IAMPA

K �v,t� (7)

where

IAMPA
Na �v,t� � P� AMPAR wPNas�t�

vF2

RT � �Na	 i � �Na	o exp�� vF

RT�
1 � exp�� vF

RT� �
(8)

IAMPA
K �v,t� � P� AMPAR wPKs�t�

vF2

RT � �K	 i � �K	o exp�� vF

RT�
1 � exp�� vF

RT� �
(9)

where P� AMPAR is the maximum permeability of the AMPA receptor,
whose default value was set at 24 nm/s. The relative permeability ratios
PNa and PK were equal and set to 1 (Dingledine et al., 1999). w is the
weight parameter that undergoes activity-dependent plasticity (see be-
low). s(t) was the same as that for the NMDA receptor, but with �r � 2 ms
and �d � 10 ms (Dingledine et al., 1999; Narayanan and Johnston, 2010).

The evolution of intracellular calcium as a function of calcium current
(through NMDARs and voltage-gated calcium channels) and its buffer-
ing was modeled as described previously (Poirazi et al., 2003; Narayanan
and Johnston, 2010; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013):

d�Ca	 i

dt
� �

10000 INMDA
Ca

3.6 dpt F
�

�Ca	� � �Ca	 i

�Ca
(10)

where F is Faraday’s constant, the default value of the calcium decay
time constant �Ca � 30 ms, dpt � 0.1 �m is the depth of the shell, and
[Ca]� � 100 nM is the steady-state value of [Ca]i.

Construction of synaptic plasticity profile. The synaptic weight parame-
ter w (see Eqs. 8 and 9) was updated as a function of intracellular calcium,
following the calcium control hypothesis (Lisman, 1989, 2001; Shouval et
al., 2002). Specifically,

dw

dt
� ���Ca	 i�����Ca	 i � w�� (11)

where, �([Ca]i) is the calcium-dependent learning rate, inversely related
to the learning time constant �([Ca]i):

���Ca	 i� �
1

���Ca	 i�
(12)

���Ca	 i� � P1 �
P2

P3�Ca	 i
P4

(13)

Table 1. Parameter values in the baseline model and the range used in generating
the uniformly random population of models

Parameter, symbol (unit) Baseline Lower bound Upper bound

AMPAR permeability, P� AMPAR (nm/s) 2.4 0.2 4
NMDAR:AMPAR ratio, NAR 1.5 1 2.5
NMDAR decay time constant, �NMDAR (ms) 50 50 150
Calcium decay time constant, �Ca (ms) 30 30 150
NaF conductance density, g�NaF (mS/cm 2) 40 10 70
KDR conductance density, g�KDR (mS/cm 2) 5 2 8
CaR conductance density, g�CaR (mS/cm 2) 9 1 20
CaT conductance density, g�CaT (mS/cm 2) 7 1 20
SK conductance density, g�SK (�S/cm 2) 9 1 20
KA conductance density, g�KA (mS/cm 2) 2 0.2 20
HCN conductance density, g�h (�S/cm 2) 3.5 0.3 30
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with P1 � 1 s, P2 � 0.1 s, P3 � P2 
 10 �4, P4 � 3. �([Ca]i) had the
following form:

���Ca	 i� � 0.25 �
1

1 � exp��	2��Ca	i � 
2��

� 0.25
1

1 � exp��	1��Ca	i � 
1��
(14)

with 
1 � 0.35, 
2 � 0.55, 	1 � 80, 	2 � 80 (Fig. 1B). In all of the above
weight update equations, for compatibility, [Ca]i is set as [Ca]i � 100 nM.
The default initial value of w, winit, was set at 0.25.

Using this framework, we analyzed the direction and strength of plas-
ticity in w by presenting stimuli made up of 900 pulses at various induc-
tion frequencies (fi spanning 0.5–25 Hz), an experimentally and
computationally well-established plasticity protocol (Dudek and Bear,
1992; Shouval et al., 2002; Johnston et al., 2003; Narayanan and John-
ston, 2010; Cooper and Bear, 2012; Ashhad and Narayanan, 2013; Hon-
nuraiah and Narayanan, 2013). The evolution of synaptic weight (Eq. 11)
was monitored, and the final weight at the end of the induction protocol
was plotted as a function of the induction frequency. The percentage
difference between this final weight and the initial weight (0.25) was
plotted against the induction frequency of the stimulus pulses to obtain
the synaptic plasticity profile as a function of induction frequency (Shou-
val et al., 2002; Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Honnuraiah and Naray-
anan, 2013). The induction frequency at which this plasticity profile
transitioned from depression to potentiation was defined as the modifi-
cation threshold (Dudek and Bear, 1992; Shouval et al., 2002; Johnston et
al., 2003; Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Cooper and Bear, 2012; Ashhad
and Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013). The compu-
tational complexity of this process is enormous given that the construc-
tion of each profile required stimulating the synapses with 900 pulses for
each of the 50 induction frequencies ( fi spanning 0.5–25 Hz; 0.5 Hz
increment). The simulation periods were especially longer when the
model contained all seven ion channels and the two receptors, especially
for lower induction frequencies where 900 pulses implied a long simula-
tion time.

Generation of random models and their validation. To assess the cross-
sensitivities and interactions among the different ion channels and ana-
lyze their specific roles in inducing synaptic metaplasticity, we performed
a global form of sensitivity analysis on our model, using an approach that
was analogous to that taken in previous studies (Foster et al., 1993; Gold-
man et al., 2001; Prinz et al., 2003, 2004; Achard and De Schutter, 2006;
Tobin et al., 2006; Hobbs and Hooper, 2008; Weaver and Wearne, 2008;
Taylor et al., 2009; Rathour and Narayanan, 2012, 2014). Specifically, to
generate a population of models for performing global sensitivity analy-
sis, we first tuned a baseline model by incorporating all active conduc-
tances (NaF, KDR, CaR, CaT, KA, SK, HCN) into the model. The tuning
was such that the modification threshold of the plasticity profile gener-
ated with this baseline model was around the experimentally observed
value of 10 Hz (Dudek and Bear, 1992; Johnston et al., 2003; Cooper and
Bear, 2012). Then, we randomized each of the 11 model parameters such
that they uniformly and independently span a neighborhood around
their default values (Table 1) to generate 20,000 models, each built with a
unique set of values for the 11 parameters. We computed the modifica-
tion threshold of the synaptic plasticity profile for each of these 20,000
models from their synaptic plasticity profiles and declared the model
valid if this modification threshold fell within the experimentally ob-
served range of 8 –12 Hz (Dudek and Bear, 1992; Johnston et al., 2003).
Of the 20,000 randomly generated models, we found 360 (�1.8%) to be
valid, which we used for further analyses.

Virtual knock-out models. For quantitatively assessing the impact of
individual channel conductances on the modification threshold, we used
the recently developed virtual knock-out methodology within the global
sensitivity analysis framework (Rathour and Narayanan, 2014). To elab-
orate, we analyzed the impact of different voltage-gated ion channels on
the modification threshold by removing the conductance mediated by
that channel from each of the 360 valid models. We removed a specific
conductance from each of the 360 valid models and computed the mod-

ification threshold of the synaptic plasticity profile from each VKM lack-
ing this conductance. Then, we measured the percentage difference in
this modification threshold with reference to the modification threshold
in the corresponding baseline valid model (where all voltage-gated ion
channels were intact) and represented the percentage differences ob-
tained across the 360 VKMs as a histogram. We repeated this entire
procedure for each of the seven different voltage-gated ion channels
(NaF, KDR, CaR, CaT, SK, KA, and HCN), obtaining the modification
threshold in all 360 valid models (yielding a total of 7 
 360 � 2520
VKMs) and plotted the percentage differences for each voltage-gated ion
channel.

Results
Given the calcium dependence of the plasticity profile and the
increase in calcium concentration with increase in induction fre-
quency (Lisman, 1989, 2001; Shouval et al., 2002; Narayanan and
Johnston, 2010; Cooper and Bear, 2012; Sehgal et al., 2013), it is
reasonable to expect a leftward shift in the BCM-like plasticity
profile with increase in voltage-gated calcium channel density.
Similarly, based on the fact that SK channels mediate a restorative
conductance, it stands to reason that the profile would shift to-
ward the right with increase in SK channel density (Ngo-Anh et
al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008; Luján et al., 2009; Adelman et al., 2012).
However, detailed quantitative analyses on whether differences
in voltage-dependent properties of the different dendritic
voltage-gated calcium channels (Magee and Johnston, 1995;
Randall and Tsien, 1997) translate to differential metaplastic pro-
files have not been performed. Furthermore, as SK channels are
calcium-dependent conductances, they would form a feedback
loop in conjunction with the voltage-gated calcium channels and
NMDA receptors (Ngo-Anh et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008; Luján et
al., 2009; Adelman et al., 2012). How do SK channels interact with
these different calcium sources? Do the voltage-dependent and
kinetic properties of these channels alter the metaplastic profiles
introduced by SK channels?

R-type and T-type calcium channels differentially modulated
the synaptic plasticity profile
First, we addressed the question on whether the differences in
voltage-dependent properties of R-type and T-type channels
(Fig. 1C) translated to differences in the metaplasticity profile
introduced by these channels. To do this, we introduced either
CaR or CaT channels independently into our model that was
endowed with the spike-generating conductances (NaF and
KDR). We constructed the plasticity profile for the 900-pulse
protocol at different induction frequencies with various values of
CaR (Fig. 1D) or CaT (Fig. 1E) conductance density, and plotted
the modification threshold corresponding to these plasticity pro-
files as functions of CaR and CaT conductance density (Fig. 1F).
Although the metaplastic shift in the profile was expectedly to-
ward the left with increase in either conductance, there were sig-
nificant quantitative differences in how this shift manifested (Fig.
1F). First, for identical increases in conductance, the shift in the
modification threshold was larger with increase in the CaT con-
ductance than in the CaR conductance. Second, whereas the rel-
atively small-magnitude leftward shift in the modification
threshold was abrupt and saturated with further increase in CaR
conductance, the shift induced by increase in CaT conductance
was relatively linear, larger, and nonsaturating in the tested range
(Fig. 1F).

We reasoned these differences to be direct consequences of the
differences in voltage-dependent activation and inactivation
profiles (Magee and Johnston, 1995; Randall and Tsien, 1997) of
the CaR and the CaT conductances (Fig. 1C). Specifically, the
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depolarized activation profile of the CaR
conductance implies minimal activation
during subthreshold activation ranges and
an abrupt jump in calcium levels when
action potential fire. The saturation of cal-
cium elevation and the modification
threshold, on the other hand, are a conse-
quence of the limit imposed by the fre-
quency of the fixed number of pulses (900)
used in the induction protocol, whereby
the number of action potentials fired dur-
ing the induction protocol does not in-
crease beyond a certain value. In contrast,
the relatively hyperpolarized profiles of the
CaT conductance (Fig. 1C) imply a larger
subthreshold contribution to calcium ele-
vation, thereby ensuring that an increase in
CaT conductance effectively translates to
changes in the modification threshold.

Sensitivity analyses reveal intricate
cross-dependencies of channels in
regulating the modification threshold
Were our conclusions about the differ-
ential modulation of the modification
threshold by the CaR and CaT channels
specific to the choice of parameters in our
simulations? To address this, we per-
formed sensitivity analyses on the three
prominent parameters in these simula-
tions (AMPAR permeability, NaF and
KDR conductance densities) and asked
whether the differential modulation ex-
tended with different values of these pa-
rameters (Fig. 2). As expected (Narayanan
and Johnston, 2010), whereas an increase
in AMPAR permeability and NaF conduc-
tance led to an overall leftward shift in
the modification threshold, an increase in
KDR conductance induced a rightward
shift in the plasticity profile. Despite these
expected differences in the baseline plasticity
profile, and importantly, the differential
modulation of the modification threshold by
CaR and CaT channels extended across all
parametric combinations (Fig. 2). Specifi-
cally, we noted that an increase in CaR con-
ductance led to a smaller saturating
leftward shift in the modification thresh-
old, but the shift induced by the CaT con-
ductance was larger and nonsaturating.
Together, these results suggested that the
CaR and the CaT conductances differen-
tially modulated the synaptic plasticity
profile as a consequence of differences in
their voltage-activation profiles.

Closer observation of the evolution of
the modification threshold as functions
of the CaT and CaR conductances revealed
the distinction between the evolution of
AMPAR (Fig. 2A,B) and KDR (Fig. 2C,D)
plots and the evolution of NaF (Fig. 2E,F)
plots. Specifically, across all values of CaT

Figure 2. Sensitivity of modification threshold to R-type and T-type calcium channels under different parametric
configurations. A–F, Modification threshold plotted as functions of CaR (A, C, E) and CaT (B, D, F ) conductance density for
various values of AMPAR permeability (A, B), KDR (C, D), and NaF (E, F ) conductance density. A–F, The analyses corre-
spond to models that contained the spike-generating conductances (NaF and KDR) and one of CaR or CaT channels. G,
Traces corresponding to NaF sensitivity analysis showing the cross-dependencies of the different channels in regulating
intracellular calcium levels. Plots represent voltage (top), gKDR (middle), and intracellular calcium concentration (bottom)
for 3 cases corresponding to the presence of only the spike-generating conductances (left), the copresence of either the
CaR (center), or the CaT channels (right). Arrows indicate maximal values of the corresponding trace with reference to the
last stimulation. The interstimulus interval for the 5 stimuli presented for the left traces was 75 ms, and that for the center
and the right traces was 140 ms. The interstimulus interval values were designed to be closer to the modification threshold
so that the differences between the parametric values are emphasized.
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and CaR conductance densities, an increase in AMPAR permea-
bility (Fig. 2A,B) or a decrease in KDR conductance (Fig. 2C,D)
consistently induced a leftward shift in the modification thresh-
old, whereas opposite signs for these changes resulted in a right-
ward shift. However, an increase in NaF conductance resulted in
a rightward shift for lower values of either CaT or CaR conduc-
tance, which progressively shifted to a leftward shift for higher
values of the CaT or CaR conductance (Fig. 2E,F). A decrease in
NaF conductance, on the other hand, transformed from a left-
ward shift to a rightward shift with progressive increase in either
CaT or CaR conductance.

What was the mechanism behind an increase in the regener-
ative NaF conductance inducing a rightward shift in the modifi-
cation threshold? To address this, we turned to the analyses
presented by Narayanan and Johnston (2010), where a small in-
crease in the restorative KA conductance resulted in a leftward
shift, but transformed to a rightward shift upon larger increases
in the KA conductance. There, the lesser activation of KDR con-
ductance with smaller values of KA conductance was the reason
behind the dichotomous impact of the KA conductance on the
modification threshold (Narayanan and Johnston, 2010). Here,
extrapolating from observations with NaF-KA-KDR interac-
tions, we reasoned that at lower values of CaR or CaT conduc-
tance, the action potential amplitude would be larger, leading to
a higher activation of the KDR conductance, which results in an
abrupt reset of the calcium evolution, thereby curtailing the over-

all calcium elevation (Fig. 2G). Thus, the activation of KDR con-
ductance, a restorative conductance, and the consecutive
reduction in calcium elevations lead to anomalous rightward
shift that is observed with increase in NaF conductance. On the
other hand, with higher values of either the CaR or the CaT
conductance, the calcium elevation is higher because of this ad-
ditional calcium influx through these channels. This, coupled
with the inward current mediated by these calcium channels,
ensures that even a small increase in NaF conductance translates
to changes in the number of spikes, thereby leading to the ex-
pected leftward shift with increase in NaF conductance (Fig.
2E–G).

SK channels differentially interacted with several calcium
sources to induce a saturating rightward shift in the synaptic
plasticity profile
How do SK channels regulate the modification threshold in con-
junction with three calcium sources, the NMDA receptors, the
CaR and the CaT channels? How do the properties of these chan-
nels and receptors alter the specifics of the interactions among
them? Are the interactions different when more than one calcium
source interacts with the SK channels? To address these ques-
tions, we first assessed the impact of SK channels in a model that
contained the SK and the spike-generating channels, with NMDA
receptors as the only calcium source (Fig. 3A). As expected from
previous results and as SK channels mediate a restorative potas-

Figure 3. The small-conductance calcium-dependent potassium (SK) conductance differentially interacted with several calcium conductances in regulating the BCM-like plasticity profile. A,
Synaptic plasticity profile as a function of various induction frequencies (900 pulses protocol) plotted for different values of SK conductance density. Black arrows indicate sharp transitions in the
synaptic plasticity profiles and correspond to induction frequency values where spikes were generated in response to synaptic stimulation. B–D, Modification threshold plotted as a function of SK
conductance density (g�SK) for various values of AMPAR permeability (B), NaF (C), and KDR (D) conductance density. E, F, Analyses of interactions between SK channels and NMDAR depicted as plots
of modification threshold as a function of NMDAR:AMPAR ratio (E) and NMDAR decay time constant (F ) for various values of g�SK. G, Modification threshold plotted as a function of calcium decay time
constant (Eq. 10) for various values of g�SK. A–G, The analyses correspond to a model that contained only the NaF, KDR, and SK channels. H, I, Analyses of interactions between SK channels and
voltage-gated calcium channels depicted as plots of modification threshold as a function of CaR (H ) and CaT (I ) conductance densities.
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sium conductance (Ngo-Anh et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008; Luján et
al., 2009; Adelman et al., 2012), an increase in SK conductance
induced a rightward shift in the modification threshold (Fig.
3A,B). Was this conclusion dependent on the specific choice of
AMPAR permeability, and NaF and KDR conductances? To ad-
dress this, we repeated our analyses with different values for all
three parameters (Fig. 3B–D) and found that an increase in SK
channel conductance resulted in an overall rightward shift in the
modification threshold. The initial leftward shift observed in
the NaF sensitivity profile (Fig. 3C) was again a consequence of
the SK-KDR interactions mentioned above and analyzed previ-
ously (Narayanan and Johnston, 2010).

Turning to interactions between the SK channels and
NMDARs, we repeated our simulations with different values for
the NMDAR:AMPAR ratio, NAR (Fig. 3E) and with different
values of NMDAR decay time constant, �NMDAR (Fig. 3F), keep-
ing AMPAR permeability to be the same across all these simula-
tions. Whereas changes in NAR allowed us to assess the impact of
the relative densities of these two receptors, changes in �NMDAR

were used toward assessing the impact of relative expression pro-
files of the different NMDAR subunits (Philpot et al., 2001a, b,
2003; Shouval et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2004). Although an increase
in either parameter elicited strong leftward shifts in the modifi-
cation threshold (Shouval et al., 2002; Narayanan and Johnston,
2010), we noted that there were quantitative differences in the
manner of this leftward shift (Fig. 3E,F) and in how they re-
sponded to changes in SK conductance. First, regardless of the
value of SK conductance density, an increase in NAR led to a
nonsaturating leftward shift (Fig. 3E) but that in �NMDAR resulted
in a saturating leftward shift (Fig. 3F). We reasoned this to be
consequent to the differential changes in EPSP shapes that in-
crease in NAR and �NMDAR bring about. Specifically, an increase
in NAR enhances the EPSP amplitude across the entire duration,
and an increase in �NMDAR alters only the decay without altering
the peak amplitude of the EPSP. This, in conjunction with the
summation limit imposed by the induction frequencies used, and
the manner in which calcium elevation translates to plasticity
(Fig. 1B) implied that an increase in NAR would be more effective
in altering the modification threshold than an increase in
�NMDAR.

Second, for lower values of NAR, small increases in SK con-
ductance resulted in an anomalous leftward shift, which switched
to the expected rightward shift for higher values of NAR or SK
conductance density (Fig. 3E). Based on analyses similar to Fig-
ure 2G and by Narayanan and Johnston (2010), we traced this
effect to be a direct consequence of the SK-KDR interactions.
Specifically, for lower values of SK conductance, the action po-
tential amplitude was reduced, leading to a lesser activation of
KDR, which translated to the anomalous leftward shift in the
modification threshold. For higher values of SK conductance,
given the calcium dependence of plasticity (Fig. 1B), the restor-
ative SK conductance induced a rightward shift in the modifica-
tion threshold.

Calcium extrusion in neuronal compartments is a function of
the specific on and off mechanisms present in the compartment,
apart from the morphology of the compartment. To quantita-
tively understand the impact of how calcium extrusion is effectu-
ated in the compartment and how SK channels interact with
altered calcium decay times in altering synaptic plasticity profile,
we performed an interaction-sensitivity analysis (Fig. 3G) on SK
conductance density and calcium decay time constant, �Ca (Eq.
10). A higher value for �Ca implies enhanced temporal summa-
tion of calcium, thereby leading a leftward shift in the plasticity

profile. On the other hand, a larger value of �Ca would leave more
intracellular calcium for the activation of SK channels, implying
an enhanced restorative effect on excitability leading to a right-
ward shift in the modification threshold with an increase in SK
channel density. How do these contrasting effects of increasing
�Ca in the presence of SK channels interact? When we performed
the interaction analysis, we found that increase in �Ca shifted the
modification threshold toward the left regardless of the density of
SK channels (Fig. 3G). However, at lower values of �Ca, the SK-
dependent rightward shift in the modification threshold was
larger, but with increase in �Ca, this rightward shift becomes
smaller (Fig. 3G), suggesting the dominance of �Ca-dependent
leftward shift when �Ca was larger.

Finally, we performed interaction analyses on SK conductance
density with various CaR (Fig. 3H) and CaT (Fig. 3I) conduc-
tance densities and found that, at higher values, the SK conduc-
tance played the dominant role in regulating the sliding
modification threshold. Although the impact of either CaR or
CaT on the modification was insignificant at higher values of SK
conductance, at smaller SK conductance values, both SK and the
calcium conductances together governed the modification
threshold.

The conclusions presented in Figure 3 were derived from a
simple Hodgkin-Huxley-type SK channel model. How depen-
dent were our conclusions on the specific choice of this simplified
Hodgkin-Huxley-type SK channel model? Would these conclu-
sions hold if a detailed multistate kinetic scheme were used to
model SK channels? To address these questions and to especially
rule out the possibility of dependence of our conclusions on the
specific Hodgkin-Huxley-type model chosen for the SK current,
we repeated our experiments in Figure 3 with a 6-state macro-
scopic kinetic model of the SK current (Fig. 4A) obtained from
CA1 pyramidal neurons (Sah and Isaacson, 1995; Sah and Cle-
ments, 1999). To do this, we first plotted the SK-channel steady-
state activation curve as a function of cytosolic calcium
concentration (Fig. 4A) and confirmed that its properties
matched with those specified for this model (Sah and Clements,
1999). Specifically, we noted that the curve has a steep activation
above the resting concentration of cytosolic calcium (50 nM) with
a half-maximal activation concentration of �150 nM and a peak
open probability of �0.6 (Fig. 4A). Having validated the model,
we repeated our experiments on interactions of SK channels with
various calcium sources using this 6-state model for SK channels.
Except for differences in the range of SK channel conductances
associated with Hodgkin-Huxley-type (Fig. 3) and 6-state model
(Fig. 4), which is to be expected because of differences in model
definition, we found that the interactions of SK channels with
several calcium sources and associated parameters were very sim-
ilar in terms of how they regulated the sliding modification
threshold, regardless of the specific model used (compare Fig.
3B–I with Fig. 4B–I).

Together, and in conjunction with earlier observations (Shou-
val et al., 2002; Sjöström et al., 2008; Narayanan and Johnston,
2010; Ashhad and Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Naray-
anan, 2013), these results (Figs. 1, 2, and 3) uncover the tight
mutual interdependence of several dendritically expressed ion
channels and receptors in regulating the modification threshold.
It should be noted that the quantitative aspects of the interdepen-
dent manner in which different conductances alter the modifica-
tion threshold are critically reliant on the specific form of the
function that relates plasticity to calcium elevation (Fig. 1B) and
the functions that govern the voltage dependence and kinetics of
the different ion channels and receptors.
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Emergence of plasticity profile homeostasis despite the
absence of individual or pairwise channelostasis
From the analyses presented above, it was evident that several ion
channels critically contribute to the determination of the synaptic
plasticity profile. Measurements of the ion channel and receptor
density of these neurons through a variety of techniques have
demonstrated that there is significant neuron-to-neuron vari-
ability in channel conductances and their properties (Magee and
Johnston, 1995; Hoffman et al., 1997; Magee, 1998; Andrasfalvy
and Magee, 2001; Chen and Johnston, 2004). Despite this, syn-
apse types exhibit similar plasticity profiles unless they are sub-
jected to metaplasticity that is consequent to behavior or
pathology (Abraham, 2008; Hulme et al., 2013). How do neurons
maintain their synaptic plasticity profiles in the face of such variabil-
ity in channel and receptor densities? How do plasticity profiles at
individual synapses retain their identities despite baseline turnover
and activity-dependent plasticity of channels and receptors (Marder
and Goaillard, 2006; Marder, 2011; Hanus and Schuman, 2013)? Do
channel and receptor densities need strict maintenance at specific
values for maintaining synaptic plasticity profiles? Are correlations
in the expression profiles of channels and receptors required for the
maintenance of plasticity profile homeostasis?

Addressing these questions required that we account for all
interactions across several voltage-gated ion channels and recep-

tors that are expressed in hippocampal pyramidal neuron den-
drites. Although the interaction sensitivity analyses presented
above and in other studies (Shouval et al., 2002; Sjöström et al.,
2008; Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Ashhad and Narayanan,
2013; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013) was sufficient for as-
sessing pairwise interactions, they fall short in accounting for
interactions across all channels and receptors. Therefore, we
turned to the powerful global sensitivity analysis methodology
(Foster et al., 1993; Goldman et al., 2001; Prinz et al., 2003, 2004;
Achard and De Schutter, 2006; Tobin et al., 2006; Hobbs and
Hooper, 2008; Weaver and Wearne, 2008; Taylor et al., 2009;
Rathour and Narayanan, 2012, 2014) and designed it such that it
encompasses all the receptors and channels that were part of the
sensitivity analysis. Specifically, we incorporated the seven den-
dritically expressed voltage-gated ion conductances (NaF, KDR,
CaR, CaT, KA, SK, HCN), the permeabilities of the two synaptic
receptors (AMPAR and NMDAR), and the two decay-time con-
stants (�NMDAR, �Ca) that played an important role in regulating
the modification threshold (Figs. 1, 2, and 3) (Shouval et al., 2002;
Sjöström et al., 2008; Narayanan and Johnston, 2010; Ashhad and
Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013).

We generated 20,000 randomized models such that each
model had a unique set of these 11 parameters uniformly span-
ning a range of values mentioned in Table 1. We constructed the

Figure 4. The small-conductance calcium-dependent potassium (SK) conductance, modeled as a 6-state kinetic scheme, differentially interacted with several calcium conductances in regulating
the BCM-like plasticity profile. A, Top, Six-state kinetic model of SK channels in CA1 pyramidal neurons adopted previously (Sah and Isaacson, 1995; Sah and Clements, 1999). Parametric values were
as follows: 
 � 10 �M/s, 	 � 0.5 /s, � � 600 /s, and � � 400 /s. Bottom, Activation curve of the 6-state SK channel model plotted as a function of cytosolic calcium concentration. B–D,
Modification threshold plotted as a function of SK conductance density (g�SK) for various values of AMPAR permeability (B), NaF (C), and KDR (D) conductance density. E, F, Analyses of interactions
between SK channels and NMDAR depicted as plots of modification threshold as a function of NMDAR:AMPAR ratio (E) and NMDAR decay time constant (F ) for various values of g�SK. G, Modification
threshold plotted as a function of calcium decay time constant (Eq. 10) for various values of g�SK. A–G, The analyses correspond to a model that contained only the NaF, KDR, and the 6-state SK
channel model. H, I, Analyses of interactions between SK channels and voltage-gated calcium channels depicted as plots of modification threshold as a function of CaR (H ) and CaT (I ) conductance
densities.
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synaptic plasticity profile for these 20,000 models (see Models
and Methods) and declared a model to be valid if the modifica-
tion threshold for the model was between 8 Hz and 12 Hz. This
range was determined to be around the experimentally observed
10 Hz (Dudek and Bear, 1992; Johnston et al., 2003), and to
quantitatively assess the parameters underlying the emergence of
very similar synaptic plasticity profiles. Of the 20,000 randomly
generated models, we found 360 (�1.8%) to be valid with the
modification threshold distributed over 8 –12 Hz (Fig. 5A).

In analyzing these 360 valid models and their parametric dis-
tributions, we first picked six models that had their synaptic plas-
ticity profile nearly identical, with the modification threshold
very close to 10 Hz (Fig. 5B). We analyzed the 11 parameters that
resulted in these six models and asked whether they were dispa-
rate or formed clusters. When we plotted each of the 11 parame-
ters against their respective minimum and maximal values (Table
1), we found that parameters across these models almost spanned
the entire range of possible values, with no prominent clustering
in parameters (Fig. 5C). We also plotted the histograms of the
parameters associated with all the 360 valid models (not just the six
chosen ones) and found that they were distributed across the entire
range of their possible values (Fig. 6A, bottom). Such emergence of
plasticity profile robustness (Fig. 5A,B) despite disparate (Figs. 5C
and 6A), nonunique combinations of conductances and other para-
metric values clearly suggested that plasticity profile homeostasis
does not require individual channelostasis.

Under this scenario where individual channels did not need to
maintain strict adherence to specific conductance values for
achieving plasticity profile homeostasis, did pairwise interactions
between them guide plasticity profile homeostasis? Specifically,
were changes in one particular conductance compensated by
changes specific to another conductance, thereby nullifying the
impact on changes in the modification threshold? To address

this, we performed pairwise correlation analysis on the 11 param-
eters from each of the 360 valid models (Fig. 6) and found that 52
of the 55 unique pairs had an absolute correlation coefficient
value, �R�, to be 0.3 (R 2  0.09; Fig. 6). Such weak pairwise
correlations between channel densities and other parameters
clearly indicated that pairwise channelostasis was also expendable
in achieving plasticity profile homeostasis. Specifically, these re-
sults indicated that robust similarity in plasticity profiles was
achieved through a scenario where multiple parametric changes
compensated for a change in one parameter, rather than a tightly
coupled pairwise compensatory regimen. Together, these results
offered clear evidence that individual and pairwise channelostasis
were not essential in the maintenance of plasticity profile homeo-
stasis and that several nonunique channel-receptor combina-
tions could yield similar, if not identical, synaptic plasticity
profiles.

Virtual knock-out models revealed the differential and
variable impact of different ion channels on synaptic
metaplasticity
The results above suggest a collective form of channelostasis,
where the underlying ion channels regulate themselves in an ap-
parently uncorrelated manner (Fig. 6), as a distinct alternative for
individual/pairwise channelostasis in achieving plasticity profile
homeostasis (Fig. 5). In this regimen where different channels
contributed to plasticity homeostasis, did each of them contrib-
ute differently to the modification threshold or were their contri-
butions quantitatively identical? What was the consequence of
removing individual conductances from the model in terms of
how that altered the modification threshold?

To address these questions, we used the VKM technique in-
troduced by Rathour and Narayanan (2014) to assess the relative
contribution of each channel to the modification threshold (Fig.

Figure 5. Analogous plasticity profiles emerged in the absence of individual channelostasis. A, Histogram of modification threshold obtained from the 360 valid models. B, Plasticity profiles from
six valid models chosen such that they are similar to each other across induction frequencies. C, Distribution of the 11 underlying model parameters in the six valid model neurons (corresponding to
A) depicted along with their respective minimum–maximum range. Each colored dot indicates parameters of the color-matched model whose plasticity profile is depicted in B.
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7). Specifically, we constructed the synaptic plasticity profile for
each of the 360 valid models by deleting each of the seven ion
channel conductances, one at a time, and compared the modifi-
cation threshold obtained after virtual knock-out of the conduc-
tance with that before knock-out. This procedure revealed that
the impact of deleting any individual ion channel was variable,
with some models showing a larger change in the modification
threshold and other showing significantly lower or no change
(Fig. 7). We attributed this to the variable distribution of ion
channels across models (Figs. 5 and 6), where a larger or smaller
conductance value for the specific channel under consideration
would lead to a larger or smaller change in the modification
threshold, respectively, upon virtual knock-out of that conduc-
tance. Although this variability in the amplitude of change was
observed across each of the different ion channels, we noted that
the change in modification threshold followed consistent direc-
tions upon deletion of specific channels. Specifically, whereas the
deletion of the regenerative NaF, CaR, and CaT conductances led
to a rightward shift in the plasticity profile, the deletion of the

restorative KDR, KA, SK, and HCN conductances resulted in a
leftward shift (Fig. 7H). It should be noted that the average shift
in the modification threshold brought about by the CaR conduc-
tance is relatively lower because of its depolarized voltage depen-
dence profiles and the observation that the modification
threshold undergoes a small saturating shift with increase in the
CaR conductance density (Figs. 1 and 2). Together, these results
using virtual knock-out models revealed the differential and vari-
able contributions of the different dendritic ion channels to the
modification threshold.

Discussion
The primary conclusion of this study is that plasticity homeosta-
sis can emerge in the absence of individual and paired channelos-
tasis. This implies that several nonunique channel configurations
can result in similar, if not identical, plasticity profiles and that
any form of metaplasticity could be achieved through several
disparate routes. In arriving at these conclusions, we first per-
formed interaction sensitivity analyses to complement those in

Figure 6. Plasticity profile homeostasis emerged despite weak pairwise correlations across parameters. A, Lower diagonal of a matrix depicting interactions among the 11 parameters derived
from all 360 valid models. Each subpanel represents a scatter plot of the values of two parameters (labeled below and left) derived from all valid models. Correlation coefficients were computed for
each of the scatter plots. Red scatter plots represent that the value of the correlation coefficient was �0.3. Bottom-most row, Normalized histograms of individual parameters in the valid model
population. B, Lower diagonal of a color-coded matrix of correlation coefficients corresponding to the scatter plots in A. C, Distribution of correlation coefficients for the 55 pairs corresponding to the
scatter plots in A.
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existing studies. These analyses demonstrated that the voltage
dependence profiles and kinetics of voltage-gated calcium chan-
nels contribute significantly to their differential impact on the
synaptic plasticity profile. Further, performing interaction sensi-
tivity analyses on SK channels with several calcium sources and
parameters that alter calcium extrusion, we demonstrated that
these interactions are heavily dependent on how these parameters
interact with synaptic and action potentials to alter their impact
on calcium evolution. Finally, using the powerful global sensitiv-

ity analysis on all the dendritic ion channels and other critical
parameters of the model, we demonstrated the differential con-
tribution of each channel to the modification threshold.

Several nonidentical routes to metaplasticity and plasticity
profile homeostasis
Within the BCM theory for synaptic modification, an open ques-
tion concerns the specific mechanism that is responsible for reg-
ulating the sliding modification threshold (Bienenstock et al.,

Figure 7. Virtual knock-out of specific conductances from the population of valid models revealed the differential impact of different ion channels on the synaptic plasticity profile. A–G,
Distributions of percentage changes in the modification threshold after virtual knock-out of NaF (A), KDR (B), CaR (C), CaT (D), SK (E), KA (F ), and HCN (G) conductances from the valid model
population of 360 models. H, Percentage change (represented as median and the quartiles; bottom, 10%; top, 90%) in the modification threshold after virtual knock-out of each of the seven
conductances.
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1982; Abraham and Bear, 1996; Abraham and Tate, 1997; Abra-
ham, 2008; Cooper and Bear, 2012). Several mechanisms, includ-
ing NMDA receptor signaling and subunit composition, calcium
buffering, CaMKII and HCN channels have been proposed as
candidates for this critical regulation (Gold and Bear, 1994; Bear,
1995; Mayford et al., 1995; Abraham and Bear, 1996; Abraham
and Tate, 1997; Philpot et al., 2001a, b, 2003; Bear, 2003; Abra-
ham, 2008; Honnuraiah and Narayanan, 2013; Hulme et al.,
2013; Sehgal et al., 2013). Our results clearly demonstrate that
there need not be one route to implementing modification
threshold. We show that it is possible that a neuron could take
several nonunique routes involving distinct channels and recep-
tors to achieve the required metaplasticity shift in synaptic plas-
ticity profile. Against this, we postulate that identical shifts in the
plasticity profiles could be achieved by recruiting disparate chan-
nels/receptors and that the specific metaplastic mechanism re-
cruited by a neuron toward regulating the sliding modification
threshold is variable and state-dependent. Under such a postu-
late, signaling components, such as CaMKII, would be accom-
modated in their role as sensors of calcium that alter synaptic
receptors and ionic conductances toward achieving a specific
metaplastic shift in the plasticity profile (Mayford et al., 1995;
Lisman et al., 2002; Sjöström and Häusser, 2006; Shah et al., 2010;
Turrigiano, 2011; Lisman et al., 2012). Specifically, several ki-
nases and phosphatases regulate the specific direction and
strength of synaptic and intrinsic plasticity. Corresponding
changes in synaptic receptors and ion channels could also effec-
tuate the metaplastic shift that might be essential in regulating the
sliding modification threshold, thereby implicating these signal-
ing mechanisms as regulators of the plasticity profile. Thus, in the
study of metaplasticity and its importance for physiology and
pathophysiology, it is essential that the mechanisms underlying
that specific form of metaplasticity be carefully teased apart. A
generalized mechanism that governs all forms of shifts in the
modification threshold might not be feasible against the postu-
late of a state-dependent regulatory regimen.

Channelostasis in complex dendritic trees for maintaining
plasticity profiles
The channels and receptors analyzed in this study are dendriti-
cally expressed in hippocampal pyramidal neurons and maintain
precise subcellular localization profile (Magee and Johnston,
1995; Hoffman et al., 1997; Magee, 1998; Andrasfalvy and Magee,
2001; Migliore and Shepherd, 2002; Spruston, 2008; Luján et al.,
2009; Narayanan and Johnston, 2012; Nusser, 2012). Apart from
baseline turnover, these channels and receptors also undergo sig-
nificant neuromodulation and plasticity with different loci of
plasticity across the somatodendritic axis (Cantrell and Catterall,
2001; Johnston et al., 2003; Perez-Reyes, 2003; Johnston and
Narayanan, 2008; Remy et al., 2010; Narayanan and Johnston,
2012; Shah, 2012; Hofmann et al., 2014). Against this and given
that each of these channels and receptors can induce metaplastic-
ity, how do synapses maintain specific profiles for synaptic plas-
ticity across various locations of the somatodendritic arbor,
especially when the plasticity profile is known to be different
across locations (Froemke et al., 2005; Sjöström and Häusser,
2006; Sjöström et al., 2008)? Although the problem of targeting
and localization of proteins to specific locations in neurons with
dendritic arborization is extremely complex (Lai and Jan, 2006;
Vacher et al., 2008; Hanus and Schuman, 2013), our observation
that individual or pairwise channelostasis is not necessary for
maintaining plasticity homeostasis offers a neuron with multiple
routes to achieve this (Rathour and Narayanan, 2014).

In this context, a recent study proposes a self-regulating cell-
autonomous framework for the maintenance of single-neuron
calcium homeostasis through calcium-dependent transcription
and translation of channels and receptors in single neurons
(O’Leary et al., 2014). Future studies should explore whether a
simple homeostatic rule where only the baseline calcium concen-
tration is maintained is adequate under a scenario where homeo-
stasis of plasticity profile also needs maintenance. Specifically, the
maintenance of homeostasis of calcium-dependent plasticity
profiles of the different channels/receptors requires that specific
levels of calcium elevation be achieved with specific frequencies
(or patterns) of stimulation. It is possible that even models with
identical levels of average calcium could respond differently to
different frequencies of stimulation because of the differences in
conductance values. Therefore, it is imperative that additional
constraints on the levels of calcium elevation in response to a
range of stimulation frequencies might have to be incorporated
into a cell-autonomous homeostasis framework. Therefore, fu-
ture studies should focus on specifying specific set points for both
activity (calcium) and plasticity profiles (calcium elevation levels)
into the framework for activity homeostasis (O’Leary et al., 2014) to
maintain neuronal states that satisfy both the constraints.

Although our study incorporated several of the prominent
dendritic ion channels that contribute to synaptic metaplasticity,
there are other channels and receptors that we have not consid-
ered in this analysis. Prominent among these are the neuromodu-
latory inputs, the inhibitory receptors (GABAAR and GABABR)
and their interactions with other channels including the
G-protein coupled inward-rectifying potassium (GIRK) chan-
nels. Incorporation of these are especially important because of
the significant role that feedforward/feedback inhibition plays in
regulating plasticity of excitatory synapses, and the critical role
that GIRK channels play in mediating and modulating synaptic
plasticity through interactions with other channels and receptors
(Chung et al., 2009a; b; Luján et al., 2009; Turrigiano, 2011; Sand-
ers et al., 2013). Future studies could incorporate feedforward/
feedback inhibitory stimuli with appropriate latencies with
reference to the excitatory stimuli, the GABABR-GIRK-NMDAR
interactions, and neuromodulatory influences on all these pa-
rameters within the global sensitivity framework in assessing
their roles in regulating synaptic plasticity profiles and their ho-
meostasis. In doing this, these studies should assess proteostasis
as a whole (Balch et al., 2008; Hanus and Schuman, 2013), rather
than being confined by only channelostasis, incorporating signal-
ing microdomains (Ngo-Anh et al., 2005; Rizzuto and Pozzan,
2006; Neves et al., 2008) and associated reaction-diffusion system
within a much broader plasticity framework (Kotaleski and
Blackwell, 2010; O’Leary et al., 2014).

Experimental support on our conclusions with virtual
knock-out models
Our analyses of the relative impact of each channel using virtual
knock-out models revealed the differential and variable impact of
different channels on the synaptic plasticity profile. Although
direct experimental evidence with the 900-pulse protocol with
different induction frequencies is lacking for most conclusions,
they are broadly consistent with experimental and theoretical
evidence in the literature. Specifically, it is known that blocking
or knock-out of KA (Watanabe et al., 2002; Johnston et al., 2003;
Chen et al., 2006), HCN (Nolan et al., 2004), and SK (Ngo-Anh et
al., 2005; Luján et al., 2009; Adelman et al., 2012) channels en-
hance LTP. Additionally, CaT (Golding et al., 2002) and CaR
(Yasuda et al., 2003; Takahashi and Magee, 2009) channels con-
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tribute to the induction of synaptic plasticity by acting as calcium
sources, and blocking either channel reduces or abolishes LTP.
Finally, theoretical evidence from interaction analyses in our
study (Figs. 1, 2, and 3) and earlier studies (Narayanan and John-
ston, 2010; Ashhad and Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah and
Narayanan, 2013) lends additional support to the direction and
strength of metaplasticity suggested by the virtual knock-out of
specific channels (Fig. 7). Although our study has focused on the
plasticity profile with reference to the 900-pulse multiple-
frequencies protocol for synaptic plasticity, future studies could
assess the role of these channels and receptors in altering other
forms of plasticity, such as spike-timing dependent plasticity
(Magee and Johnston, 1997; Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo,
1998; Shouval et al., 2002; Sjöström et al., 2008) and in the plas-
ticity of ion channels (Zhang and Linden, 2003; Frick and John-
ston, 2005; Magee and Johnston, 2005; Kim and Linden, 2007;
Johnston and Narayanan, 2008; Mozzachiodi and Byrne, 2010;
Remy et al., 2010; Shah et al., 2010; Turrigiano, 2011; Narayanan
and Johnston, 2012). Such analyses should focus on metaplastic-
ity under both physiological as well as pathophysiological condi-
tions (Hulme et al., 2013).

In conclusion, our results provide clear lines of evidence that
there are several nonunique routes to homeostasis of plasticity
profiles and to metaplasticity. Extrapolation of these analyses to
behavioral correlates of neuronal plasticity implies that learning
might occur through recruitment of several disparate cellular
components of diverse sets of neurons across several nonunique
sets of brain regions (O’Leary and Marder, 2014). They also sug-
gest that the pathways recruited by pathophysiological condi-
tions and injury might be extremely variable, even if activity and
plasticity profiles have shifted by similar magnitude and direc-
tions (Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Marder and Taylor, 2011;
O’Leary et al., 2014). These observations call for a systematic and
a thorough analysis of the multiple routes and variability associ-
ated with the mechanisms for metaplasticity, and their implica-
tions for behavior and pathology.
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